
INTRODUCTION:
Emissions; there would be gigantic CO2 and CO discharges cuts 
from utilizing seaside dispatching over street and rail systems. 
Colossal cost preferences. Beach front delivery is greatly improved 
suited to taking care of expansive packages, which rail and street 
systems can't rival as a result of size and framework requirements. 
This is especially valid for materials, for example, concrete, press 
metal and coal. The cost of the carriage of products by beach front 
delivery is approximately 21% of the cost of street transport and 
42% of the cost of rail transport. 

Another report discharged by Ernst and Young and the 
Confederation of Indian Industry, 'Beach front Shipping In India 
From Challenges to Opportunities', evaluated the potential 
investment funds to organizations. For a vast bond player to 
transport 3500 of concrete from Gujarat to Mumbai would take 350 
truck trips, this would prompt a turnaround time of seven days for 
the 700 km trip. Then again, a waterfront vessel could do the 300 km 
trip along the drift in only 24 hours, sparing time and cash. Outside 
costs; when you consider the outer expenses of street and rail 
transport, for example, commotion contamination, clog, framework 
over-burdening and environmental change, the cost of seaside 
transportation is essentially lower.

Waterfront Shipping additionally can possibly offer huge 
advantages to the Indian economy through the advancement of a 
more incorporated transport framework, and to upgrade the 
focused edge of India. Water based transport is successful as a rule, 
working expenses of fuel are low and ecological contamination is 
lower than for comparing volumes of development by street, rail or 
air. A noteworthy preferred standpoint is that the fundamental 
foundation – the conduit – is regularly normally accessible, which at 
that point must be "prepared", kept up and overhauled. Transport 
over conduits is particularly compelling when the source as well as 
goal are waterfront areas. 

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
Personal salary charge, which demoralizes quality officers from 
congruity on India beach front Vessels.

Lack of partitioned berthing offices at Major ports and lacking load 
taking care of offices at the minor ports 

Absence of institutional instrument for between part coordination

OBJECTIVES
Ÿ To Study the potential routes to transport cargo through coastal 

shipping 
Ÿ To analyse the environment implications by coastal shipping 
Ÿ To identify the Inland waterways and its bene�ts 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

1.Maritime Transportation - Authors: Dr. Jean-Paul Rodrigue, 
Dr. Theo Notteboom and Dr. Brian Slack 
Oceanic Routes: From its unobtrusive starting points as Egyptian 
beach front and stream sailships around 3,200 BC, sea 
transportation has dependably been the prevailing backing of 
worldwide exchange. By 1,200 BC Egyptian boats exchanged the 
extent that Sumatra, speaking to one of the longest oceanic course 
of that time. By the tenth century, Chinese vendors frequented the 
South China Sea and the Indian Ocean, building up local exchange 
systems. In the mid �fteenth century, Admiral Zheng He drove an 
expansive armada of 317 vessels kept an eye on by 28,000 crew 
members to lead seven noteworthy undertakings, one which 
achieved the east African drift. Be that as it may, China's endeavor at 
stating a territorial oceanic strength was brief. European provincial 
forces, for the most part Spain, Portugal, England, the Netherland 
and France, would be the �rst to set up a genuine worldwide sea 
exchange arrange from the sixteenth century. The greater part of 
the sea shipping movement centered around the Mediterranean, 
the northern Indian Ocean, Paci�c Asia and the North Atlantic, 
including the Caribbean. Therefore, access to exchange products 
remains generally and contemporarily the primary driver in the 
setting of oceanic systems. 

With the improvement of the steam motor in the mid nineteenth 
century, exchange systems extended signi�cantly as boats were at 
no time in the future subject to prevailing wind designs. 
Appropriately and in conjunction with the opening of the Suez 
Canal, the second 50% of the nineteenth century will see an 
escalation of sea exchange to and over the Paci�c. In the twentieth 
century, oceanic transport developed exponentially as changes in 
worldwide exchange and seaborne exchange ended up noticeably 
interrelated. Sea transportation, similar to all transportation, is an 
inferred request that exists to bolster exchange relations. These 
exchange relations are likewise impacted by the current oceanic 
delivery limit. There is in this manner a level of correspondence 
amongst exchange and sea shipping abilities. Starting at 2006, 
seaborne exchange represented 89.6% of worldwide exchange 
terms of volume and 70.1% as far as esteem. Oceanic transportation 
is a standout amongst the most globalized enterprises regarding 
proprietorship and operations. 

Sea transportation, like land and air modes, works all alone space, 
which is in the meantime geological by its physical traits, key by its 
control and business by its utilization. While topographical 
contemplations have a tendency to be consistent in time (except for 
the regularity of climate examples), vital and particularly business 
contemplations are substantially more powerful. The physiography 
of sea transportation is made out of two noteworthy components, 
which are streams and seas. Despite the fact that they are 
associated, each speaks to a particular space of sea dissemination. 
The idea of oceanic transportation lays on the presence of normal 
agendas, also called sea courses. 
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 The sea transportation in the �nancial improvement of India can be seen from the way that 95% of nation's 
exchange by volume and 77% by esteem moves via ocean. The Indian seaborne exchange has been developing at a 

CAGR of 11.38% for as far back as 10 years, and it was the most elevated, 12.25%, before the worldwide log jam. This development rate shows 
that the Indian seaborne exchange will be developed to the level of 2,134 million tons by the year 2020 from the present level of 598.70 
million tons. At present Indian seaborne exchange constitutes just 3.66% of the worldwide seaborne exchange and with the sort of 
projections speci�ed, it can come to a critical 9.3% by the year 2020. Notwithstanding having a rich and pleased Maritime convention and a 
long coastline of around 7517km studded with 13 noteworthy and 185 Non-Major (Minor/Intermediate) ports , the capability of beach front 
delivery has not yet been completely misused in India.
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INDUSTRY PROFILE 
Seaside shipping assumes a noteworthy part in the advancement of 
residential industry and exchange because of its condition well 
disposed, �nancially savvy and fuel-pro�cient administrations. It is 
exceptionally applicable for India, since the nation has a long 
peninsular coastline. As of late rising postponements and expenses 
because of more ethical route and rail clog has been driving 
organizations to considered beach front delivery to transport their 
products. Be that as it may, India's seaside shipping potential 
ceaseless to be altogether underutilized when contrasted and other 
rising and created nations. 

Waterborne cargo transportation is extensively separated into 
inland water transport and sending. Shipping, thus, can again be 
isolated into two classes beach front delivery and abroad 
transporting. Inland water transport and waterfront shipping hold 
awesome guarantee basically on the grounds that it is the most 
vitality effective and least expensive method of transport for 
carriage of cumbersome merchandise like iron and steel, press 
mineral, coal, timber, and so on. Waterfront transportation can 
lessen the weight on the effectively congested street and rail 
arrange in India. The offer of inland conduits and waterfront sending 
in the aggregate household load is low in India, contrasted with 
other sea nations. EU has 43% of its payload taken care of by seaside 
shipping while in India it speaks to just 7% of the household activity. 

India has a broad system of waterways, lakes and channels, which, if 
produced for transportation and route, can give ingenious inland 
network. India has roughly 15000 km of traversable conduits. At 
present Inland Waterway Transport frames an extremely modest 
piece of the aggregate transport organize. As far as ton kilometers of 
aggregate inland payload, its offer is a negligible 0.15 for every 
penny. The vast majority of the conduits experience the ill effects of 
various de�ciencies like navigational risks and absence of 
foundation offices like terminals and insufficiency of navigational 
guides. Conversely, in nations like China, Netherlands, and Germany 
and so forth the IWT framework is exceptionally organised. China is 
coordinating a considerable measure of speculation towards 
further building up the framework and framework. The Yangtze 
River in China moves around 80% of the nations IWT activity. 

Capability of arranging vessels, which are equipped for moving in 
IWT and in addition beach front ranges, ought to be investigated. 
The advancement of  IW T simultaneously with seaside 
transportation would go far in moving payload from up nation areas 
to real/minor ports for development between ports in India. It is 
basic to outline vessels like Ro-Ro vessels, storehouse vessels and so 
forth to encourage the development of trucks over long separations 
and load like bond and sustenance grains pro�ciently. Konkan 
Railways has shown that Ro-Ro wagons can successfully shrivel 
development by street. 

Concessions as of now offered by government to advance seaside 
shipping: 

Provision of devoted terminals for waterfront shipping at a portion 
of the rnajor ports in India. 

Exemption from light levy for beach front vessel administrators 

Exemption from recording a bill of waterfront merchandise at load 
ports and bill of passage at the release port for beach front vessel 
administrators 

Reduction by around 40Yo of vessel related charges for waterfront 
vessels and payload related charges for beach front load contrasted 
with charges for remote going vessels 

Relief of traditions extracts obligation on boats for waterfront utilize 
Cabotage approach has an essential bearing on the waterfront 
transportation of a nation. A large portion of the oceanic countries 
like USA, China, and Indonesia and so forth hone an outright 

Cabotage and it limits development of beach front load by their 
own banner vessels.

RESEARCH DESIGN 
In this work exploratory research is utilized. Exploratory research 
studies are likewise named as Formulate research considers. The 
fundamental reason for such reviews is that of de�ning an issue for 
more exact examination or of building up the working speculation 
from an Operational Point of view. The real accentuation in such 
reviews is on the revelation of thoughts and bits of knowledge. In 
that capacity the exploration con�guration suitable for such 
reviews must be sufficiently adaptable to give opportunity 
considering distinctive parts of an issue under review. In 
constructed adaptability in research con�guration is required in 
light of the fact that the examination issue, extensively characterize 
at �rst, is changed into one with more exact importance in 
exploratory reviews, which actuality may require changes in the 
exploration strategy for social event signi�cant information. 

METHODOLOGY 

PRIMARY DATA: Phone interview- Barge owners in Goa. 

SECONDARY DATA: Many data was collected through books, 
website, articles etc, ( eg: KPMG report, Govt publications, NTDPC 
report) 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION: 
INLAND WATERWAYS IN GOA
The tidal riverine framework in Goa, containing the Mandovi and 
Zuari waterways, the Cumberjua trench and the linkage with 
Mormugao and Panaji ports shapes over 90% of the �nancially 
suitable cargo inland water development in the nation. All of this 
movement is sent out and inland conduits in Goa shape a basic 
piece of the aggressiveness of the mineral metal fare industry. As of 
late, higher review press metal from mines in Karnataka are likewise 
conveyed to Goa, mixed with the lower review Goa mineral and 
moved by freight ship to maritime vessels for fare goals. Hundred 
percent of this fare movement is taken care of by scows on the 
Mandovi and Zuari and despite the fact that the separations 
included are little, the inland water method of transport is key to the 
working of the entire action. This is from two perspectives: general 
coordinations costs and natural adequacy. As things remain in Goa, 
choices other than inland conduits will have the capacity to deal 
with just a little division of the present and anticipated movement of 
iron mineral fares. Coal imports and rail developments from the port 
are gradually expanding and a little (10%) development of iron 
metal by rail wagons up to the port may likewise end up noticeably 
conceivable (with extra arranged framework at the port). 

The indicate note is that the whole development of iron metal by 
fare is by jump in the Goa area, despite the fact that truly there was 
rail development of iron mineral right upto the port on the meter 
gage railwaysystem. At the point when this was destroyed, freight 
boat development risen as the primarymode. Aside from the 
absence of a legitimate emptying interface at the port, a bottleneck 
was the line limit on the rail line segment prompting Goa. This has 
prompted the rise of a devoted arrangement of �atboats and 
stacking/emptying framework at a few stacking focuses on the 
Mandovi and Zuari and at Mormugao port. 

The examination additionally delineates and underscores the 
inventory network component in transport arranging. The 
interfaces with different modes and an inception goal perspective 
of the stream are basic for a mode to be a powerful piece of the 
development of an item. For this situation, the inland water mode, 
together with its interfacing costs, offers a cost aggressive method 
for moving material to the subsequent stage in the production 
network (the maritime vessel that conveys mass freight for fare). 

Mormugao port is particularly intended to deal with iron mineral for 
fare through burst shipments in three distinctive routes; by stacking 
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on the ground and stacking on to ships by means of transports, by 
exchanging metal from freight boats to ships secured at focuses 
called mooring dolphins at the port lastly, by transhippers or claim 
gear of boats docked at safe haven in profound water areas at Panaji 
port or Mormugao port breaking points. 

While the development of iron mineral by freight boat on the stream 
framework has been fruitful, two inquiries come up in the 
investigation. One is the hesitance of shippers of different items to 
utilize this mode. The second is the absence of return stream (i.e. 
from the port to focuses upstream). For a few years now, no less than 
one mass product, coal, has been moving by rail and truck in the 
turn around heading. Railroad wagons, in the wake of dropping iron 
metal at freight boat stacking focuses at Sanvordem go discharge to 
Mormugao Port to convey coal in the invert heading. Coal stacking 
offices are available at the port and can be intended for canal boats 
also. A conceivable explanation behind the unidirectionality of 
activity and product �xation is the way that the scows are planned 
and utilized for a solitary ware thus don't require operations 
between outings to clean and prepare the vessel for different items. 
Here, the short leads and the freight ship sizes make it 
uneconomical for something besides devoted item vessels with fast 
turnarounds. Truth be told, the weight on pivot can be with the end 
goal that freight ships are not by any means emptied completely, 
contingent upon the material taking care of framework utilized, 
before they return for another outing.

Fig 1: Barge economics for indicative barge sizes

CONTAINERIZATION – DRIVIN FORCE FOR COASTAL SHIPPING.
Containerization thickness in India is lower (18%), contrasted with 
the world normal, however rising containerization is one of the key 
patterns anticipated that would drive beach front delivery. The 
charging and fruitful execution of India's �rst International 
Container Transhipment Terminal at Vallarpadam, Cochin and the 
proposed Vizhinjam International Transhipment Terminal are relied 
upon to catalyze the development of waterfront transporting 
further as holder volumes are anticipated to stream to/from every 
one of the ports more quickly than some time recently. By and by 
around 70% of the Indian containerized freight is getting 
transshipped at Colombo, Dubai, Singapore and Salalah. The wards 
on outside transshipment ports make the import and fare of a 
nation costly and less aggressive in the universal market.

Fig 2: Coastal container freight (million tonnes)

The cargo carrying capacity of boats, is a few times more 
noteworthy than that of rail wagons or trucks and thusly, beach 
front transportation offers the advantage of low transport/working 
and coordinations expenses to the exchange and industry. 

The Department-Related Parliamentary Standing Committee on 
Transport, Tourism and Culture in their 170th Report on 
Modernization of Major Ports introduced to the Rajya Sabha on 
11.8.2011 says this on cabotage: "346. In perspective of the basic 
rami�cations of this control in the effective usage of the ICTT extend 
and in the bigger enthusiasm of �nancial independence of the 
Indian EXIM exchange, it is basic that the Cabotage Law is casual to 
empower transshipment of holders through outside banner vessels 
from ICTT, Cochin. The Committee, in this manner, suggests that the 
Government ought to promptly attempt an audit of the Cabotage 
law and take �tting choice in discussion with every one of the 
partners included". Additionally, The Director General, Shipping 
himself suggest in the draft of the Coastal Shipping Policy, "a 
nuanced approach towards transshipment freight would require 
opening it up outside banner in order to lift containerization and the 
essential foundation and practices".

TRAFFICAT MAJORANDNONMAJORPORTS (Overseas and 
Coastal)

Fig 3: Traffic at major ports (Overseas and coastal) (in 000 
Tonnes)

Fig 4: Traffic at non major ports (Overseas and coastal) (in 000 
Tonnes)



Fig 5: Traffic at non major ports (Overseas and coastal) (in 000 
Tonnes)

FINDINGS
It is important to promote coastal shipping as a preferred mode of 
transport over road or rail, especiallyalongspeci�croutes, becauseof 
its various advantages. Thekeybene�ts of transporting goods via 
coastal shipping vis-à-vis road and rail transportation include.

CONCLUSION
In order to increase coastal trade and effect modal shift, it is 
necessary to develop minor ports.

Also, it is vital to provide for connectivity of the minor ports with the 
road and rail network. Ports likethe Pipavav port had suffbred 
becauseof the lack of connectivity. ThePipavav -Surendranagar rail 
link was established by the port of Pipavav in joint venture with the 
Indian Railways. Given the belief that the Phase 3 of the National 
Highway Development Programme would provide for connectivity 
to the minor ports; higher priority and weightage needs to be 
assigned to this. High share of rail and road can be attributed to the 
concessional rates provided for select commodities such as 
fertilizers by rail which makes it unviable to move the same through 
other modes of transport over longer distances. Subsidy on diesel 
has resulted in actual cost of transportation by road being lower 
than what it truly is. There is a need for effective development of 
routes between production and consumption locations by 
identifying potential cargo that could move by coastal shipping.

SUGGESTION
In choosing to establish a particular mode of transport in preference 

to others, the total resultant cost to the economy becomes relevant 
to parameters have been developed to measure the cost to the 
economy. These are (i) energy intensity factor and (ii) resource cost. 
Of the two the latter is more comprehensive. The energy intensity 
factor is relevant in the context of energy availability being on the 
downtrend. Further, the cost of energy scaling new heights, optimal 
use of a available energy is an inescapable economic determinant.

Growth in this traffic has been more or less steady the ro-ro 
passenger service and the hover craft has been mooted since quite 
some time now, in pursuant to the idea mooted for introduction of 
ro-ro passenger servicein this sector. An Indian Shipping 
Companyhas already introduced a catamaran passenger service 
between Bombay & Goa from November, as far as passenger traffic is 
concerned, it is concentrated, mainly between the mainland and 
islands of Andaman, Nicobar and Lakshdweep.
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Economical mode The cost of coast-to-coast transportation of 
goods by coastal shipping is about 21 percent 
of that of road transport and 42 percent of 
that of rail transport.

Lower fuel 
consumption per 
tonne of cargo

Fuel consumption by coastal shipping is 
4.83gms/t km, which
is 15 percent of consumption by road and 54 
percent of that by rail.

Signi�cantly more 
environment-
friendly

Carbon dioxide emission from rail transport is 
twice that from coastal shipping and six times 
that from road transport.

Low rate of 
fatalities

Road and rail movement result in a signi�cant 
loss of lives in India. It is estimated that one 
life is lost in a road accident every 3.7 minutes 
in India.
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